


These legal considerations are based upon a legal opinion by one of the most renowned
blockchain related law firms in Netherlands. Because of the following reasons money
laundering laws do not apply to the emission of the Bitcci Cash Token.

• BITCCI is the only emitting and receiving entity of the Bitcci Cash Token.

• The Bitcci Cash Token is a payment token and it can only be used as a currency to pay
for products and services inside the Bitcci ecosystem.

• It is not meant to use it to pay for 3rd party services or peer to peer transfers between
third parties.

• The main purpose of the Bitcci Cash group of companies is to provide technology and
infrastructure services to customers. Compared to the main business activities of the
Bitcci Cash group BITCCI is accessory.

• The minimum amount to buy Bitcci Cash Tokens is 0.01 BNB. Maximum - 10 BNB.



The purpose of the Bitcci Cash Token
The Bitcci Cash Token is a payment Token, which can be used as a currency to pay for products and
services inside the Bitcci ecosystem. And also it is the main currency in Bitcci NFT Game.

Club entry fees, Bar and restaurant consumption,
Events, Premium services, etc...

Purchase of advertisements, Pictures and Videos,
and Live-Communication

Software licences, IT services, Blockchain based
solutions, Traffic & Premium services.

Advertising, investing, play and earn solutions for
NFT creators, gamers and Sex industry players.

Sex-workers & Club-guests

Club-owners & Business-partners

Sex-workers & Online-customers

Sex-artists, biz-owners & gamers



Blockchain & Standard:    BSC / BEP-20
Ticker:                                 BITCCI
Symbol: 
Smart Contract Address:
https://bscscan.com/address/0xCe1d87D41E4ca4aaC3CEf8486226285853D1F2d2

Token Mechanics

Capping
This implies that the maximum supply of the Bitcci Cash Token can never go beyond the cap.

Burning
The token supply can be reduced by burning tokens. Bitcci Cash can buy back Bitcci Cash Token from regular market
in the future and burn the same amount thus decreasing the total supply and eventually increasing its value.

Pausing
The smart contract of the Bitcci Cash Token is pausable thus giving Bitcci Cash a chance to halt all the token
transfers when the token is in paused state. This will make sure that in case of any attack/hack on a centralised
hot/cold wallet of an exchange, the attackers are not able to liquidate any funds that might harm the ecosystem.

Blacklisting
Suspicious BSC addresses can be blacklisted.

The Bitcci Cash Token smart contract can use:



All buyers, who buy Bitcci Cash Tokens during private sale or ICO can use their Bitcci Cash Tokens immediately after listing on Pancake.
The Bitcci Cash team members and early investors are partially locked. Only 5% of their Bitcci Cash Tokens will be unlocked per month.
The Bitcci Cash founder, Daan Jansen holds 20% of all Bitcci Cash Tokens. All of his this tokens are locked for 12 months. After the
12 month locking period, only 2,5% of Daan's Tokens will be unlocked per month. 

The number of Bitcci Cash Tokens are limited. The number of tokens in circulation are capped. 

860.000.000.000.000.000 BITCCI

172.000.000.000.000.000 BITCCI

More than 172.000.000.000.000.000
BITCCI are locked for 12 months

20% of the Bitcci Cash Token amount will be sold during the ICO. 30% - Liquidity for the exchanges. 
So a large number of individuals hold the major part of all Bitcci Cash Tokens.

20% of Bitcci Cash Token will be burned. 10% - Rewards.

Maximum Supply:

Sold in ICO:

Long term aproach:
Founder is locked for 12 months.



Get 50% of all Airdrop Claims

Token Referral Program

Get 100% of all Buyings
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